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Qn Sorne Weak Monomorphisrns and Weak
Ep¡morphisms of Pro-H Top”

1. POP

ABSTRACT. Related to Shape Theory, in a previous paper [6] we studied
weak monornorphisms and weak epirnorphisrns in the category of pro-groups.
In this note we give sorne intrinsic characterizations of the weak monornor-
phisrns and the weak epirnorphisrns in PrO~HTOP* in the case when one of the
two objects of such a rnorphisrn is a rudirnentary systern.

1. INTRODUCTION

lf C is a category with zero-objects then a morphism f A —+ B
of C is a weak monornorphism if fo u = O implies u = O. A morphism
f: A —* B is cailed a weak epimorphism if no f = O implies u = O.

Weakened versions of categorical notions of monomorphism and
epimorphism have proVed to be of sorne interest in pointed homotopy
theory. A stndy of the comparison between weak monomorphism and
monomorphism in homotopy theory was carried by T.Ganea [3] who, in
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particular, obtained examples of weak monomorphisms which are not
monomorphisms. Examples of homotopy weak monomorphisms which
are not homotopy epimorpbásms have been given by J.Roitberg [7]. Cer-
taánly, the stndy of shape monomorphisms and epimorpliisms and their
weakened versions can be interesting (see, for the homotopy case, the
recently papers of E.Dyer & J.Roitberg [2] and J.Dydak [1]). In [6] we
characterized weak monomorphisms and weak epimorphisms in the cat-
egory of pro-gronps and we defined the notion of weakly exact sequence
and we síndied this notion in the category of pro-groups.

In this note we consider the pro-category of 1~ITop*, the homotopy
category of pointed topologal spaces, and we give sorne intrinsie charac-
terizations of wealc monomorphisms and wealc epimorphisms 1: Ab —* Y
in pro-llTop, when X or Y is a rudimentary system. Ihese results can
be interesting (ami maybe sufficient) so a shape morphism F: X —* Y
between topological spaces X and Y can be given by means of such mor-
phisms f: Al —* ~in pro-llTop (approaching morpbisms). The study
of an arbitrary morphism 1 X —* Y of pro~HTop* is more complicated.

The notions and properties of pro-categories which are used in this
paper are those of the book of S.Mardeéi¿ and J.Segal [4].

2. WEAK MONOMORPHISMS IN THE CATEGORY PRO-
HTOP

Ihe category pro~l~lTop* is a category with zero objects. A zero-
object is a singlé point rudimentary system.

If (X, *) is a rudimentary system in pro~HTop* and if Y = ((Yx, *),
qx», A) is an arbitrary object in pro~HTop*, then the morphisms f =
(lx) (X, *) —* Y coincide with the morphisms in inv-HTop, the
category of inverse systems in HTop* [4, p.20]. This means that for each
A E A is given a morphism f>, (X, *) —> (Yx, *) in HTop asid for each
pair A < A’ we have qxx’fx’ = fx.

Lemma 1. For a morphism f (X,*) —* Y =
ir¿ pro~HTop*, there exist arz object f = ((Fx,*),r~:,A) and twa mor-
phisms p = (px, lA) E Y, h = (hx): (X, *) —~ E such that for each
A E A:

(1) h>. (X, *) —+ (P~, *) is a pointed hornotopy equivalence,
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(u) Px (P, *) —* (Yx, *) is a poirzied fiber rnap,

(iii) Ix = px o hx.

Praof. The existence for each A E A of a factorization (iii), satisfy-
ing (i) and (11), is well known [5, p.249]. For a pair A < A’ in A we define
rxx. = hx o hV, for which is immediate that E = ((Px, *),rxxt,A) is
an inverse .system la llIop~ and that h = (hx) (X,*) —> E is a
morphism la pro-llTopt Also, from the relations qxx’ o Ix’ Ix, Ix =

pxhx,fx’ = PA’ O hx’, we deduce that qxx’px Pv O rxx¡, which shows
that p = (PA, lA) E —* Y a morphism of pro~HTop*.

Remark 1. It is obvious from Lemma 1 that we can write the
equality f = poh, lii the category pro~HTop*, where h is an isomorphism.
Then it is clear that f is a weak monomorphism if asid only ifp is a weak
monomorphism. We will refer to the morphism p E —~ Y asthe fibred
factor of the morphism f

.

Remark 2. Ifp = (px,1A) E = ((Ex,*),rxx.,A) —*11 =
((Yx, *),Pxx’ , A) is a fibred factor la pro-llTop, we can consider the fiber
of this morphism by the object E = ((Ex, *), r~,,x. , A), where Ex =
and r5,x. = rxx’IEx’, for A < A’. Then we can define a morphism
1 = (ix, lA) E —* E where 1x is the inclusion of (Ex, *) la (Ex, *).

Definition 1. We will say that ihe fiber E = ((Ex,*),rkx.,A)
of the fibered factor p = (px,1Á) p = ((Fx,*),rxx’,A) —* Y =
((Yx,*),pxx.,A) is contractible 1¿ E iffor each A E A there is a A’ > A
such that jx o r~,

Theorem 1. A morphism 1 = (Ix) (X,*) ,~ Y is a weak
monomorphism la the category pro~ffTop* ij and ordy if the fibre E of
every fibred factor p = E Y is contractibie la E

.

Proof. By Remark 1 it is sufficient to prove that p is a weak
monomorphism if and only if E is contractible la E

.

Suppose that p: E —> Y is a weak monomorphism la the category
pro-HTop. Por the morphism 1 E —> E from Remark 2 we have
p ~l = * and by hypothesis it follows 1 = *. If ±. = (*, 1) then we
have an equivalence (ix,1Á) (*,0) [4,p.6] whichimplies that foreach
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A E A there is A’ =A (and A’ > «A)) such that the following diagra.m
in HTop* commutes

7’

F«x> Ex’
* .1’
Ex Ex

This implies that ixo4xá is pointed null-homotopic, i.e. ixorS~x, ~*.

Thus E is contractible ja E

.

Conversely, suppose that the libre E is contractible in E and let u =

(ux,$) 4= ((4,*),s~,
2’,M) —> E ((Ex,*),rxx’,A) beamorphism,

suchthatpou= *. Bntpou= (pxoux,$),withthefunctioal: A
and Px o ux Zs(x) -. E2 —* Yx. This relation impiles that each A E A
admits y E M, y =«A) such that Px o ~x o

8uzqx)p s~, by a pointed
homotopy Hx 4 x [0,1] —* Yx. Then, by the homotopy covering
property of Px, there exists a pointed homotopy Kx 4 x [0,1] —* E

2
such that Kx(,0) = ~x o s«X»~ ami px o Kx = “x• Thus we have

O Kx(.,1) aad Im Kx ~ E2. By the proof of Lemma 1
and siace the índex sets are directed, for each A E A we can choose the
indices A’ E A and ji, ~“E M such that ix o rxx’ * and the following
diagram commutes

<— 4, —*
U

KAt(.,1)

Ex’ —* Ex —+ Ex

This means that uxs«x)g ixrxx.Kx&, i)s~,. *, i.e. (ux, 1)
(*, $‘) for satisfactory function <>‘ A —~ M. Thus we obtaiaed ~ =
what finishes the proof of the theorem.

Remark 3. 11ff (X,*) —* (Y,*) is a pointed continnous map
then f is a weak monomorphism in HTop if and only if it is a weak
monomorphism ja pro~HTop*. Theorem 1 generalizes the usual result
for pointed coatinuous map [7, Prop. 2.2, (II)].
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3. WEAK EPIMORPHISMS IN TRE CATEGORY PRO-
HTOP*

In this section we consider only morphisms of the form ~ X
(Y,*), where X is an arbitrary inverse system in llTopt In fact the
morphism f can be represented by a continuona map Ix (Xx,*) —*

(Y, *), if Al = ((Xx, *),pxx’ , A), aud two auch mapa Ix,, Ix, define the
same morphiam f if there is A =A1,A2 such that .fxpx,x = Ix,px,x in
HTopt

Lemma 2. For a morphism ~ Al = ((Xx,*),pxx’,A) —* (Y,*)
ihere existan object M = ((Mx,*),rxxv,A),$ A’ ‘—* A and tino mor-
phisras j = (ix,$) X —~ M h ~! —* (Y,’..), such thai lar each
A E A’:

(1) hx (Mx,’.~) —* (Y,ac) isa poirzied homotopy equivalerzee,

(Ii) Ix (Xx, *) —> (Mx, O is a poirzied cofiber inclusior¿ map,
(iii) Ix = hx Ojx.

ProaL Denote by A’ the subset of A such that aix index A is in A’
if and only if there is a map Ix (Xx, O —* (Y, *) defining I.

The exiatence for each A E A’ of a factorization (iii) satisfying (1)
and (u) is well known [5, p.246]. Por a pair A =A’ in A’ define

Txx’ =
o hx’, from which ja immediate that = (Mx,*),rxx’,A’) ja an

inverse syatem in HTop* aud that ail mapa h
2,A E A’ define the same

morphism it M —~ (Y, ‘.4 Finafly, if 4 A’ ‘—* A ja the inclusion
function, then j = (ix, 4): Ab —* M is a morphism of pro~HTop*.

Remark 4. It is obvions from Lemma 2 that we can write f = hoj,
un the category pro-HTop, where it ja arz iaomorphiam. Then it is clear
that f la a weak epimorphiam if asid only if j ja a weak epimorphiam.
We wTll refer to the morphism j : X —. M asthe cofibred factor of the
morphiam f

Remark 5. Let j = (ix,4) Ab = ((Xx,*),pxx.,A) —~ Mi =
((Mx,*),rxx.,A’) be a cofibred factor in pro~HTop*. Then for each
A E A’ we can conaider the pointed quotient apace Mx/Xx with the
pointed identification map r2 : Mx —* MxIXx. We can conaider the
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xnverae system MIX = ((Mx/Xx,*),Fxx’,A’) and the morphiam ir =
(rx,1,v) Mi—~ MIX. Por the morphism f : X —* (Y,*) we will say
that (Y, *) is contractible ir¿ tite cofibred factor of 1 uf each A E A’ admita
a A’ > A such that rx o rxx’

Thearem 2. A morphisrn f: X —* (Y,*) of pro-HTop is a weak
epimorphism if and only 11 (Y, *) is contractible in every cofibred factor.

ProaL Suppose that f la a weak epimorphism, what is equivalent
to the fact that the morphiam j : X -~ M ia a weak epimorphiam.
Since ir o j = * the hypothesis implies E = ~ in pro HTop*. Thia
meana (lrx, lA’) r.J (*,$‘), Le. each A E A’ admita a A’ > A such that
irx o rxxv = * in HTopt Thns, (Y, *) is contractible in the cofibred factor
g: X—*Moff.

Conversely, auppoae that (Y, *) ja contractible in the cofibred factor
of f. It ja aufficient to prove that 1 ja a weak epimorphiam. Por thia,
suppose that for a morphiam u = (u.,, ‘11’) : M —* Z = ((Z.,, *), s,,,’ , N)
we have noj = *. This impiles that for each u E N there is a pointed
homotopy H., u.,oJq«,,) *. Then, by the pointed homotopy extension
property of the pair (MW(.,), X,p<.,)) there exista a pointed homotopy Ah,

>< [0,1] —* Z,,, such that K.,(-,0) = u., asid Ku/K~p<t,~ x [0,1] = H.,.
Now, ifwe conaider the pointed map ‘ti.,: Mw(a) --4 Z.,,so., =
Ihen we have p.,/X~¡«.,) = K.,/X~«.,> x {1} = H.,(, 1) = *. Iherefore,
we can define the pointed map ~ : M*(.,)/X~p(~) — Z,,, such that

o ir~~<(,,) = o,, asid the pointed homotopy ‘~., o Eq«,,~ : Mx. X [0,1] —*

—* Z.,, where Eq4.,> : Wfl.,) o rtI«¿4xx *, for a convenient
A’ > ‘I’(v). Por thjs we have ‘~p<~~ o E*(~~) ~., O * in Top*. On
theother hand K., la apointed homotopy, K,, : u.,org,<.,)2
and therefore ~.,oE~p<,.qoKu: u.,rqv(,.jx *. Thia proves the equivalence
(u.,, ‘11’) -‘~ (*, ¶1’) for every u E N and therefore u = ~ what finishea the
proof of the theorem.

Remark 6. 1ff: (X, *) —* (Y, *) is a pointed continuoua map then
fis a weak epimorphjsm in HToP* jf and only if it is a weak epimorphism
in pro-HTopt Particularly, Theorem 2 generalizes the usual intrinsic
characterization of a weak epimorphiam in HTop~ [7, Prop. 2.2 (1)].
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